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INTRODUCTION 
The original motivation of this work was to give a simple proof of the 
pointwise convergence of discrete &-bounded martingales based entirely 
on the maximal inequality for martingales (Section 2). In order to achieve 
this we were led to realizing &-bounded martingales on a suitable compact 
space where their structure is clearly revealed (Section 3). Selecting an appro- 
priate realization for a process is a common occurrence in the theory of 
continuous parameter processes, but it is interesting that such selection 
should have any relevance for discrete processes. Upon reflection, however, it 
is natural for topological considerations to arise in all cases as the existence 
itself of discrete processes with arbitrary joint distributions can only be 
shown on compact product spaces. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
Throughout this paper we work with a probability space (Q, 9, P), and a 
sequence {&} of u-algebras such that 
92 c 92 c **a c Fn c *-* _c 2F 
Let Fz be the smallest u-algebra which contains all the sn’s. .F% is generated 
by the algebra d defined by 
In what follows there is no essential loss of generality if we assume that 
9 = sa , and, accordingly, we shall do so. 
We recall that a sequence {xn} of integrable functions is said to be a martin- 
gale adapted to the a-algebras {g,}, or simply, a martingale, if for any n 3 m 
E(x, 1 .sg = x, . 
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For a given p, 1 p ~3, DC sa\ that a martingale (xrl} is an L,-bounded 
martingule if supn .v,, I) <.:. z. If .T is in L,,(Q) then 
defines an I,,-bounded martingale. We shall call such martingales hereditary 
martingales. It is knonn that the class of hereditary martingales coincides 
with that of uniformly integral& martingales. This fact is usually derived 
from the martingale convcrgcnce theorems. 1Yc shall now indicate briefly a 
direct proof in the spirit of the general Theorem 3.2. If (1.1) holds the uniform 
integrability follows at once from the estimates: 
where we use the fact that (1 x, / > 1\} E S$ . Conversely if the {x~} are uni- 
formly integrable then the measures {Pi} defined by 
are compatible and uniformly P-continuous. Therefore the additive set 
function p defined on d unambiguously by p(E) = pn(E) if E E Sn, turns 
out to be u-additive. It can now be easily extended to St, where it is P-con- 
tinuous. If dp = x dP, then we get X, = E(x I 9$, which completes the 
proof. As a corollary we obtain the fact that all L,-bounded martingales, with 
p > 1, are hereditary. 
There are however L,-bounded martingales which are not hereditary. A 
large class of such martingales arises in the theory of abstract differentiation 
as follows. Assume that the u-algebras {&} are generated by a sequence {7rfl} 
of finite refining partitions with no atoms of probability zero. Furthermore 
let p be a finite signed measure on F, then 
t-44 x,= c - 
AEn” P(A) X‘4 ’ 
n > 1, 
defines an L,-bounded martingale. {x~} turns out to be hereditary if and only 
if p is P-continuous. This example suggests the following definition: a 
martingale {x,,} shall be said to be measure-dominated if there is a finite signed 
measure p on S whose restriction to each & coincides with the measure pn 
defined in (1.2). In this case p is said to dominate the martingale. 
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In Section 2 ue derive the pointwise convergence of measure dominated 
martingales from the maximal inequality 
Unfortunately not all L-bounded martingales are measure-dominated. 
Nevertheless in Section 3, Theorem 2 we show that any L,-bounded martin- 
gale is measure-dominated ifs? is a product of compact spaces and the 9n are 
chosen appropriately. But any &-bounded martingale can be equivalently 
realized on such a space (Theorem 3.3). From this there ensues yet another 
proof of Doob’s celebrated martingale convergence theorem [I]. 
2. CONVERGENCE OF ~TEASURE-DOMINATED ~VARTINGALES 
If a martingale is dominated by a singular measure (relative to P), then we 
say it is a singular martingale. Naturally we have the following decomposition: 
THEOREM 2.1. Any measure-dominated martingale is the sum of a hereditary 
plus a singular martingale. 
PROOF. Let {xn} be dominated by CL. For some integrable function x and 
singular measure v we have 
dp = x dP + dv. 
Now set ym = E(x ] 9Q, and z, = x,~ - yn . Clearly {an} is a martingale, 
and it remains to show that it is singular. A trivial computation gives 
I z,, dP = v(E,,), E,, E 9$$ . E” 
Several simple proofs of the pointwise convergence of hereditary martin- 
gales are available which only use the inequality (1.3) (see for example [2]). 
For the sake of completeness we include a short proof. 
THEOREM 2.2. If x is integrable then E(x 1 Sn) -+ E(x 1 *F), both in L,- 
norm, and P-almost everywhere. 
PROOF. For any x E lJzs1L1(5Q, E(x I Fn) is constant after some n. 
But lJz=i L,(Fn) is dense inL,(g) and the operators E(* ) sn) are contractions. 
Hence the assertion about Lr-convergence. The pointwise convergence then 
follows from the following fact which deserves separate standing. 
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PROPOSITION. If a martingale {xnj converges in L1-norm, then it converges 
P-almost everywhere. 
PROOF. Suppose .s is integrable and I’ .\ - .v,, i --•t 0. ~‘lioosc integers 
{mk} so that m, t a and 
For each k, {x~ - x,,,~ : n > m,} is a martingale, so (1.3) implies (letting 
then adding for k = 1, 2 
rc 
11 
c p 1 SUP ; % - x,, I > kj < cc. 
li=l n> ?nk 
This implies 
P-a.e. In other words we have shown {x~(w)} is a Cauchy sequence P-almost 
every\\ here. 
Having disposed of these preliminary matters we state the main result of 
this section. 
THEOREM 2.3. If{ n} x is a singular martingale then x,, + 0 P-almost eeery- 
where. 
PROOF. Let v be a singular measure, relative to P, which dominates {xJ. 
It is easy to show that given any strictly positive 6, and 6, , there is a set 
E ~8 such that P(E) < 6,) : v [ (EC) < 8,. Therefore for fixed arbitrary 
l > 0 one can find a sequence {Ek} in d such that 
f Jvk) < E 
kl 
(ii) i h I v 1 (EhC) < co. (2.1) 
k-l 
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For each k there is an integer m, such that E, E 9$,, , and them is no harm 
in assuming mh- t co. Now note that 
klxE; : n > mJ 
is a martingale for each k. The inequality (1,3) yields 
< 2k j Y / (Eke), (k = 1, 2,...). 
Let p -+ CO in each inequality, and add for k = 1, 2,... to obtain, taking 
account of (2.1) (ii), 
This shows that 
W sup I x, I XE$ = 0, P-as. 
k-a: n>m, 
Hence JT,(W) + 0 P-a.e. outside the set E(e) = u& E, , with P(E(c)) < E 
by virtue of (2.1) (i). But then X,,(W) --f 0 outside nF=r E(l/r) whose pro- 
bability is zero. 
COROLLARY. A measure-dominated martingale converges P-a.e. to the 
Radon-Nikodym density of the P-continuous part of the dominating measure. 
3. MARTINGALES DEFINED ON I~ODVCT SPACES 
Consider the Cartesian product 
where each S, is a compact Hausdorff space provided with the corresponding 
Baire u-algebra an generated by the real continuous functions on S,, . 
Naturally we provide S with the product topology, and its Baire u-algebra a, 
which coincides with the product u-algebra @zcIGYn . We let 8” be the 
u-algebra of measurable cylinders with base in 9JI @ *a* @9,:, . Clearly 
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Finally, Ict W be the algebra of real continuous functions on S which onI> 
depend on the first N coordinates. ‘l’hc Stone-l\-eicrstrass theorem implies that 
the algebra CT dcfincd h! 
% 
(I :_ (j cp 
n 1 
is dense in the algebra C,‘(S) of all real continuous functions on S, with the 
usual supremum norm. \Vr need the following gencralizcd version of 
Kolmogorov’s consistency theorem. Note that the assumption of numcrability 
is unnecessary. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {pn} he a family of compatible signed measures defined 
oz the respectice o-algebras {@}. If sup ;I pn II C: co, then there exists a Jinite 
signed measure p on 9 which extends the p,‘s. 
REMARK. If the {pn} arc nonnegative the condition on the total variations 
is automatically satisfied since I, pLn (1 = pl(Q) for all n. 
PROW CP THE THECREX Q’e define a linear functional CL* on 01 as 
follows: 
for any n such that 9, E ‘P. The functional is well defined by virtue of the 
compatibility condition, and clearly it is bounded since 
I P*(p) i 6 I, q 4 SUP II kh 1:. 
Extend ,u* to C(S), and invoke Riesz’ representation theorem to obtain the 
desired measure CL. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Q be a probability measure on (S,S?), and (5,) an 
L,-bounded martingale adapted to the o-algebras {.5P}, then (5,) is measure 
domanated. 
PROOF. That I.$,} is a martingale is tantamount to saying that the measures 
{Pi} defined by 
tG%J = 1, 6s dQ, E,, E @, 
(I 
are compatible. Moreover sup 11 u, I! =- sup 11 5, iI1 < co. The previous 
theorem then yields a measure p which clearly dominates the martingale. 
Our final result now- indicates that from a probabilistic point of view all 
L,-bounded martingales are measure-dominated, 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let {xn} be an L,-bounded martingale defined on an arbitrary 
probability space (Sz, 9, P). Then if each S, is taken to be a cop-y of the com- 
pactified real line [ - CO, CO], there is a probability measure Q defined on (S, &), 
and an equivalent martingale {&} adapted to the u-algebras {@}, 
PROOF. Let T be the measurable mapping of Sz into S given by 
Set Q = P G T-l, and for each n let & be the nth coordinate function which 
sends (s,&“r to s,, . Since x, = &, 3 T a change of variables shows that 
(5,) is a martingale equivalent to {xn}. Obviously each 5, is @-measurable. 
COROLLARY (Doob). If {.q} is an L,-bounded martingale then x~(w) con- 
verges to a finite value P-a.e. 
As a final remark let us note the following interesting phenomenon. Con- 
sider the singular martingale defined by 
x, = znX@ pi] , n 2 0, 
for J2 = (0, l] with Lebesgue measure. The measure p obtained from Theo- 
rems 2 and 3 above has mass one concentrated at the point (2’9,“_s . This point 
lies outside TSZ, but on its boundary. One may conjecture that the mass for 
the singular measure in the general case is always concentrated on the bound- 
ary of Ts2. 
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